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A terrible fairy tale by Quiver Dick that terrible parents read to their equally terrible
children. But, fortunately, not everyone. Plus, it's easy enough to remake, and it could

well be an entertaining story for kids at a time when home life with terrible parents isn't
much fun. The publication of the tale in the Fandango magazine was the first and only
spread: "Let the reader feel like a reader." "Astronaut" In this tale, silly orphan boy Pat

McCandy, raised by his creepy parents, discovers his gift for writing poetry. This will be
the first drop that overflowed the cup of patience of parents who do not want to

recognize his right to freedom and are afraid that they will cease to be parents. Although
Pat does not always understand what is wrong with this. But he is ready to achieve his

goal by any means, and these methods turn out to be very radical. He soon gets his way.
The parents gave up and recognized Pat as their son, in connection with which he, along

with his entire friendly company, is locked in the supervisor's office. According to
legend, the supervisor decided to "crank out blitz marketing" in order to develop new

products that would become competitive with the goods produced by the genius
computer scientist Leonard, his friend Ebenezer and other characters. These same

geniuses put their future at stake for the good of their own child. The most stupid and
greedy of all the heroes, a boy named Clark, was chosen as a victim. Pat decides to help
Clark and asks him questions so that he answers them and thus somehow proves himself.

Well, those who managed to win the game with Ebenezuer managed to know the truth
and, as it turns out, began to possess many other unique abilities. "Fullmetal Alchemist"
"We live in a dying technological society, and every person these days is surrounded by

frightening danger." These words, spoken by the main character, Dr. Witta's twin
brother, should now be taken seriously and treated very carefully. The protagonist dies in

an accident under strange circumstances. Six years pass, and Dr. Witta begins to find
himself again. And now he is no longer a shapeless vegetable, but a tough, invulnerable
and strong leader, directly influencing the course of history. Tragically, the story of Dr.

Witta is very reminiscent of the famous novel by Charles Dickens
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